George Sanchez – Welcome and remarks

*******

Dean’s Office representative (to be confirmed)

"Dean’s Office representative will now present the candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy degree.”

- Representative reads PhD names
  - READ:
    - the student’s first and last names
    - their major
- George Sanchez to present each graduate with a Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).

*******

Representative

"We will now present the candidates for Masters degrees with their Commencement folders”

- Representative to read Masters graduates names
  - READ:
    - the student’s first and last names
    - their major
- George Sanchez to present each graduate with Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).
Representative – when finish reading Master names:

"Dr. Eugene Cooper will now present the candidates for Masters in Visual Anthropology degrees with their Commencement folders”

- Representative returns to seat
- Dr. Cooper reads names
  - READ:
    - the student’s first and last names

- George Sanchez to present each graduate with Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).

Dr. Cooper – when finish reading Master names:

"Dr. Ernest Greene will now present the candidates for Master’s in Human Behavior degrees with their Commencement folders”

- Dr. Cooper returns to seat
- Dr. Greene reads names
  - READ:
    - the student’s first and last names

- George Sanchez to present each graduate with Commencement folder (pause for photo each time).

Dr. Greene – when finish reading Master names:

"We will now present the candidates for Bachelors degrees with their Commencement folders. Dr. Jennifer Swift will present the Geography candidates.”
- Dr. Greene returns to seat
- Dr. Swift reads names
  - READ:
    - the student’s first and last names
    - major (if different from your department)
    - minor(s)

Dr. Swift – when finish reading Geography names:

“Dr. Lanita Jacobs will present the American Studies and Ethnicity graduates”
FACULTY:

1. Read:
   - the student’s first and last names
   - if they have a double major (do NOT read major if same as your department)
   - any minor

2. Introduce the next faculty and department (below).

Dr. Lanita Jacobs, Associate Professor of American Studies and Ethnicity

Who will introduce

Dr. Eugene Cooper, Professor of Anthropology

Eugene Cooper say:

“I will now present the Health and Humanity candidates”

Who will introduce

Dr. Jody Vallejo, Assistant Professor of Sociology

Who will introduce

Dr. Simon Wilkie, Chair of Economics

Who will introduce

Dr. JoAnn Farver, Professor of Psychology

Who will introduce

Dr. Frank Manis, Director of the Undergraduate Program in Psychology

******
George Sanchez – Closing remarks

Recessional led by George Sanchez and faculty out of park towards Bovard Auditorium